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© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries Who is Didier Raoult? What does he really think? Why does this great infectious disease specialist, author of many discoveries, bother political authorities, health authorities and many of his colleagues? In this book, dense, powerful, personal, Professor
Raoult sheds light on his approach, beyond the current controversy surrounding hydroxychloroquine and covid-19. This ardent supporter of scientific progress gives his vision of what medicine and research should be. Because Didier Raoult is above all a doctor, because care is his first duty, because he
is a fiercely independent spirit, he opposes white administrative coats that have never seen a patient, the modellers fascinated by Big Data, the great medical journals that make rain and good weather, but are increasingly under the influence of pharmaceutical laboratories , health and political authorities...
In order for the public to regain confidence in science, says one of the most important researchers in the world in its field, it is necessary to know how to disjure down, to question what he knows or believes he knows, to shed one's idols, to shake established doctrines and theories, to deny his teachers ...
Science is a combat sport, the researcher must win by knockout against arrogance and blindness. The book does not go in depth in some aspects, especially for vaping. I expected a professor in medicine© a more advanced explanation©e but all it gives is: cigarette ©electronics may not be as harmful as
tobacco, although we still don't have enough in hindsight for its long-term effects. It concerns the dangers of many things by comparing them to the three great enemies of our time: tobacco, sugar and I cannot remember the last one. The part of the vaccines is interesting©reconse rumor. Overall it's an
attractive read, but I'm a bit of a ©t say all the same, no mention or few sources to ©tayer about it. Should you believe it or go your © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries Who is Didier Raoult? What does he really think? Why does this great infectious disease specialist, author of many
discoveries, bother political authorities, health authorities and many of his colleagues? In this book, dense, powerful, personal, Professor Raoult sheds light on his approach, beyond the current controversy surrounding hydroxychloroquine and covid-19. This ardent supporter of scientific progress gives his
vision of what medicine and research should be. Because Didier Raoult is above all a doctor, because care is his first duty, because he is a strongly independent spirit, he opposes white administrative coats that have never seen a patient, fascinated by Big Data, the great medical journals that make rain
and beautiful beautiful but they are increasingly under the control of pharmaceutical companies, health and political authorities... In order for the public to regain confidence in science, says one of the most important researchers in the world in its field, it is necessary to know how to disjure down, to
question what he knows or believes he knows, to shed one's idols, to shake established doctrines and theories, to deny his teachers ... Science is a combat sport, the researcher must win by knockout against arrogance and blindness. ».
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